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LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER
Dear Readers,
It is pretty obvious for all of us that in these unprecedented
times, photographic art is needed more than ever. While
we wait to reopen our gallery in Barcelona, which being
realistic we think it may happen by the end of the summer,
we continue releasing our online magazine every two
weeks. I am proud to introduce now to our global audience
this third issue, in English and Spanish version. At the
same time, and with our parent company, The Worldwide
Photography Gala Awards, we keep alive our calls for
entries’ program (see back cover).
We have moved our physical exhibition program from
May to September, hoping that by then, we will be able
to return to regular social contacts, and artists will be
able to travel again. Without reasonable normality in
social interaction and regular travel, it makes no sense
to accelerate the opening of the planned exhibitions.
If September is not the month, it will be October or
November, hopefully no later than that. We will monitor
the pandemic’s evolution and give a step further once
we’re sure it is safe returning to our beautiful artists’
receptions.
Right now, our tentative exhibitions schedule is the
following:

Women in Photography.

Probable Date, September 2020. Applications are now being
accepted: https://form.jotform.com/200494037324045.
Eligibility: only women photographers > 18 years old.
Works previously exhibited in FotoNostrum or by the
5th Biennial of Fine Art and Documentary Photography
are not accepted.
The theme is open, and mixed techniques are welcome.

Open Image Barcelona.

Probable Date, September 2020. Applications are received
only through the respective call for entries: https://www.
thegalaawards.com/lockdown-photo-competition

The Uncanny: Surrealism and Melancholia.

Probable Date, September 2020. Applications are now being
accepted: https://form.jotform.com/200494037324045.
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Eligibility: Pro and non-Pro photographers worldwide
>1 5 years old.
This exhibition is about everything that ought to have
remained hidden and secret and has become visible.
It is also about how the photographic image can be
manipulated, inviting the viewer to marvel at the many
ways the uncanny may occur, creating a surrealistic and
melancholic atmosphere, temporarily separating the
viewer from reality.
All kind of digital manipulation and mixed technique
is accepted.

6th Biennial of Fine Art & Documentary
Photography.

Probable Date, October 2020. Applications are now being
accepted: https://form.jotform.com/200494037324045
All thematic and techniques are accepted. Eligibility:
Pro and non-Pro worldwide.
After 5 successful editions (Madrid 2010, Buenos Aires
2012, Malaga 2014, Berlin 2016, and Barcelona 2018),
the Biennial will go on happening in Barcelona. In the
last two editions, the respective special invitees were
Steve McCurry and Julia Fullerton-Baten. 2016 was
also an Associated partner of the European Month of
Photography.
This 6th edition will be a consolidation of almost 12
years of constant work for the photography appraisal.
We are looking forward to receiving your best shots to
be showcased in this international event.

Private Property, A Helmut Newton Exhibition.

Probable Date, November 2020 - February 2021.
Curated by Matthias Harder, director of the Helmut
Newton Foundation.

Private Property of Helmut Newton will be exhibiting 45
original signed works from this extraordinary master,
and this is the opportunity to present your work next to
him. Applications and registrations have to be received
very early due to the requirements of the layout, and also
because the demand is high and the slots are limited.
Eligibility: Pro and non-Pro photographers worldwide
> 18 years old.
The Divine Feminine is about portraits and scenes of
women and her intimate universe, and at the same time,
an homage to Helmut Newton in this year of his 100th
Birthday.

Richard Avedon: Behind the Scenes, by Gideon
Lewin

Probable Date: March 2021-May 2021
Unique and never shown images of Avedon’s former
Studio Manager and Master Printer. Curated by Gideon
Lewin, Joanna Mastroianni, and Julio Hirsch-Hardy

Fashionable International.

Probable Date, March 2021. Applications are now being
accepted: https://form.jotform.com/200494037324045.
Exhibition to be held simultaneously and in the same
space (adjacent room) of the show ‘Avedon, Behind the
Scenes’.
The particular theme will be Fashion and Advertising. As
Avedon is about Vogue and commercial advertising, this
exhibition is to show your fashion and commercial work.
Eligibility: only professional photographers worldwide.
Stay safe and healthy, have positive thoughts, and enjoy
this third issue of FotoNostrum Magazine. The next issue
will be released on May 30.
All the best,

Retrospective by Renée Jacobs, curated by Julio
Hirsch-Hardy. Exhibited next to Helmut Newton’s
exhibition.
Probable Date: November 2020-February 2021

The Divine Feminine.

Probable Date: November 2020. Applications are now being
accepted: https://form.jotform.com/200494037324045.
This show is an exceptional event as it will be shown next
to the first Helmut Newton Exhibition in Spain, in the same
gallery space. Precisely in the same gallery, the exhibition

Julio Hirsch-Hardy
Publisher, FotoNostrum Magazine
fotonostrummag.com
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JENNIFER MAIOTTI
A play of Light and Shade

ennifer Maiotti is a Chicago-based
documentary freelance writer, producer,
and photographer whose clients include:
National Geographic, Discovery, and
History Channels. As a storyteller she searches
for real moments of emotion and natural beauty.
Jennifer received honorable mentions from the
prestigious Moscow International Foto Awards
and the New York Center for Photographic Art.
Her photographs have been exhibited nationally
and internationally. They have been published
in Shots, F-Stop Magazine, Don’t Take Pictures,
and Vogue Italia/Photovogue.

All images © Jennifer Maiotti

Left page: Take Me To Infinity, 2019
Following spread: Cumulus, 2018
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As a storyteller I search for real moments of
emotion and natural beauty. To transcend the
image and release a truthfulness not only in the
photograph, but within the viewer, provides a
continuous challenge. I use natural light as a
directive in all of my work. Rarely do I move my
subjects into the light. Usually, they are already
there. The interplay of light and darkness helps
reveal an often esoteric sub-context. Several of

my images use deep black tones. What lies in
shadow holds as much significance as the subject
in focus. In the Childlight series I juxtapose
darkness with radiance, one present since birth,
but sometimes lost or forgotten over time.

"As a storyteller I search for real
moments of emotion and natural
beauty".

I do not want to merely create pretty pictures
of children. I try to examine our origins,
intentions, and the unseen.

Left page: Conquer from the series Childlight, 2018
Above: Mano a Mano Childlight, 2018
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Consciously or subconsciously, hands appear
in several of my pictures.

lives within the frame, we can work towards
preservation.

Ethereal hands. Hands that hold on to others.
Hands that reach into infinite nothingness.
Along with hands, the lines of bodies, including
my own and others, continue to evolve. Are we
only the sum of our parts? How does energy
flow through our extremities? Is the natural
world innate in the human condition? Many
photos I create involve hands reaching out to
grasp greenery. The physical act of touching, of
extending our limbs to connect with nature, feels
crucial to self and environmental awareness.

I have two series in progress: One looks at
vegetation in Florida and another documents
a disappearing ecosystem in America’s Midwest,
the oak savanna. Twenty-five million acres of
oak savannas once existed. Now that figure has
plummeted to less than one percent. For the
past year I have immersed myself in one of the
remaining oak savannas near my home outside
of Chicago, hopeful my own sense of wonder
will translate into conservation.

This correlation between our planet and
ourselves moves me to find emotion in plants,
trees, and water. Giving an authentic voice to our
landscape through close-ups or images evoking
humanlike qualities has helped me reexamine
the meaning of portraiture. Perhaps if we feel
a photograph breathe, partnering with all that

How natural elements can enhance our personal
transformation figures into my study of water. In
water there is a weightless journey. In water we
all drift. Sometimes we flow together, sometimes
apart. If water equalizes us will we find common
ground or keep swimming? What reflection
stares back at us? Back at our bodies composed
mainly of water?

Right page, top: Amado, 2019
Right page, bottomt: Buffalo Song from the series Inborn Nature, 2018
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Further inquiries have lead me to create
series like Aporia and Presence of Absence.
In literature an aporia is an expression of real
or pretended doubt, or uncertainty used for
rhetorical effect. In philosophy this logical
impasse or contradiction comes from imperfect
knowledge. It can ask us to consider what is
doubtful and what is not doubtful, and to
find out why. The foundation for Presence
of Absence comes from the Portuguese
word saudade, which has no direct English
translation. Saudade has varying definitions,
including a state of nostalgia for something

that may never happen again. The series also
asks us to imagine that in every presence there
was first an absence of that presence.
I am interested in how small variations in initial
conditions can have profound effects on the
larger scale, whether physical or emotional. I
see this not only in photographing children
and nature, but also myself. The inner dialogue
developing within photography creates a highly
complex, and beautifully entwined world
whether we choose to see meaning in light or
in shadow.

Left page, top: Transcendance from the series Presence of Absence, 2018
Left page, bottom: Presence of Absence, 2018
Above: Symbiosis from the series Take Me To Infinity, 2019
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Left page, top: Isolation, 2019
Left page, bottom: Theorem, 2019
Center, top: Touch from the series Inborn Nature, 2018
Center, bottom: Fairy Tale from the series Childlight, 2018
Right page, top: Untitled 1 from the series Tropicale, 2019
Right page, bottom: Untitled 2 from the series Tropicale, 2019
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